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CHA-PTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of Problem; - The problem invol-ved in this study was to de¬
termine the relationship, if any, between certain measured traits of per¬
sonality and reading achievement of seventy-five pupils in the fourth grade
of the MacBeth Elementary School, Union, South Carolina,
Definition of Terms: - For purposes of this study, "personality” was
conceived as defined by the authors of the California Test of Personality,
who state:
Personality is not something separate and apart from ability
or achievement but includes themj it refers rather to the manner
and effectiveness with which the whole individual meets his per¬
sonal and social problem, and indirectly the manner in which he
impresses his fellow,
"Reading achievement" was interpreted as the extent to which a pupil
succeeds in understanding the printed page.
Rationale: - One of the persistent areas of concern for teachers and
administrators of schools as well as for parents and workers in youth or¬
ganizations has been the question of the relationship between reading and
personality. Now, more than ever before, educators are emphasizing the re¬
lationship between reading and personality. Studies have been made on the
relationship between personality and residing comprehansion, emotional adjust¬
ment and reading achievement, achievement, intelligence, and personality,
intelligence, personality traits and academic achievement. Surveys, tests,
1
Louis P, Thoipe et. al,. Manual of Directions, California Test of
Personality, (Los Angeles, 19i;2), p. 1,
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and experiments have indicated, furthermore, that the inability to cope with
reading results in inferiority complexes and in other distortions of the in¬
dividual's personality.
Society demands an individual to deal successfully with materials in
print, Lund states?
The capacity of social and anotional factors to affect
the child’s performance, while evident in most learning situ¬
ations, is particularly evident in the acquisition of reading.
This is because of the wider social and emotianal values which
attach to reading. Serious personality disturbances are bound
to develop ishen the child, already conscious of his failute,
must also bear up under the reproach of his teacher,^
This study ms not an investigation into the causes of reading diffi¬
culty or failure, but, in order ■ to study the relationship between reading
achievement eind personality adjustment, the writer’s attention was called
to the possible effects of failures and difficulties in reading upon per¬
sonality.
The boy who cannot read well is greatly hampered in his school success;
thus, often he tends to evade his problem and becomes more and more malad¬
justed, Success in readir^ increases a child’s effectiveness as an indi¬
vidual, It increases his chances for satisfactory educational, pefsonal^ and
social growth. Since reading is one facet in language, it is reasonable to
assume that failure in reading will cut down on the child’s communication pos¬
sibility and retard personality development. Failure in reading also cuts
some of the child’s interest and curiosity; moreover^ it may become a major
catastrophe to "^diich family, playmates, and even teachers contribute.
The experiences which affect an indiridual’s personality include those
which are non-social as well as those which are social. Success :in special
1
Fred H. Lund, The Dynamics of Behavior and Reading Difficulties, Educa¬
tion, Vol, 7> March 19ii7> p. iil6.
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abilities affects personality indirectly through the way they are appreciated
by the group. Obviously, since reading is a useful and socially important
skill, failure to develop it endangers personality.
Failure in the elementary school is almost wholly due to reading diffi¬
culties, Pupils subject to marked deficiencies in reading are quite fre¬
quently reported by teachers and other observers as subject to symptoms of
nervous or emotional instability. It is in the elementary school where the
training received determines the achievement or failure in later academic
life.
Purpose of the Study: - Ihe purpose of this study was to answer the
following questions:
1, lhat is the relationship between total personality, self¬
adjustment, social adjustment and total reading, word
meaning, paragraph meaning?
2, “What is the relationship between components of self ad¬
justment and total reading, word meaning, paragraph meaning?
3, "What is the relationship between (COrap(men±s of social^^^^k^^^
ment and total reading, word meaning, paragraph meaning/
Limitations of Study: - This study was limited to seventy-five fourth
grade pupils of the MacBeth Elementary School, Union, South Carolina: and
and to the results of the California Test of Personality and the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Achievement Test,
Method of Research: - The normative-srirvey method of research, employ¬
ing the technique of survey testing, was used to gather the data necessary
for this study.
Pertinent Literature: - In the survey of literature, the writer was
concerned with problems of the ’'relationships'* which were found present among
k
measures of reading and personality of school children and youth. She -mas
concerned ■vd.th studies pertinent to the present one, as well as with what
eminent people had to say about possible relationship between reading and
personality. Literature related to this study was analyzed and interpreted
under the following categories:
1. Investigation into personalities of gifted children of
inferior achievement
2. Eelationship between personality and reading
3. Eelationship among achievement, intelligence and personality.
In a comparative study of personalities of gifted children of inferior
achievement, Lewis found reliable differences between the achieved and retard¬
ed group, favorable personality traits being associated with the successful
group, and unfavorable ones with the less successful group.^
Day made a study of the relationship between personality and reading
comprehension of UO fifth grade pupils, 20 boys and 23girls, ciprolleci at
South Atlanta School, Atlanta, Georgia. The purpose of this study was to
determine the relationship, if any, between reading comprehension and the
following components measured the California Test of Personality:
1. Self-Adjustment
A. Self-Eeliance
B. Sense of Personal Freedom
C. Sense of Personal Worth
D. Freedom of Belonging
I
D.W. Lewis, "A Comparative Study of the Personalities Interest and
Home Background of Gifted Children of Superior and Inferior Achievement,"
Psychological Bulletin, 37> 19U0., p.
E, Freedom from Withdrawing Tendencies









Day concluded that there is a relatively high degree of relationship
between silent reading comprehension and the component of family relations
from anti-social tendencies.^
Boone made a study of emotional oadjusianent and reading achievement of a
group of fifth and sixth grade children at the Atlanta University Laboratory
Elementary School. This study was to ascertain relationship between emotional
adjustment and reading achievement by determining:
!• The reading capacity of the children in the fifth and sixth
grades at the Uiiiversity Laboratory Elementary School.
2. The reading achievement of the same group.
3. The emotional stability of the same group.
it. The degree of correlation between achievement and capacity
and between emotional stability and reading achievement.
_ Boone concluded that a fairly high degree of relationship existed between
reading achievement and reading capacity of the group tested. She considered
-
W. V. Day, "A Study of the Relationship between Personality and Reading
Comprehension," (unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Education, At¬
lanta University, 19li8)*
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it logical, therefore, to assume that, in general, a high reading achieve¬
ment score would follow high mental capacity and that emotional adjustment
and reading achievement had a fairly positive degree of relationship, indi-
eating a slight tendency for high reading achievement scores.
Clinicians usually consider emotional maladjustments as having pro¬
duced reading difficulty, whereas other investigators have claimed that the
disturbed and unsocial behavior of the individual is an outcome of the frus¬
trations, tensions, and conflicts associated with the failure,,.. Except for
the clinical and psychiatric studies of individual cases, the emotional ad¬
justments of disabled readers have not usually been studied in ar^r complete
and penetrating way.^
Research"^^^ in the field indicated that personality maladjustment does
not always lead to reading difficulties, but that they are often causes, con¬
comitants, or results of such difficulties. A recent study by Stewart^ in¬
dicated, too, that some good readers may have developed superior ability be¬
cause of certain enrironnental or adjustment difficulties. On the other hand.
1
C, C, Boone, "A Study of Emotional Adjustment and Reading Achievement,”
(unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Education, Atlanta University,
19U0).
2
Edith Gann, Reading Difficulty and Personality Organization (New York,
, p. .
Arthur I. Gates, ”The Role of Personality Maladjustment in Reading
Disability,” Pedagagical Seminary, LIX (Septeiriber, I9I4I), pp. 77-83.
David H. Russel, "Reading Disabilities and Mental Health,’ A Review
of Research,” Understanding the Child, XVL (January, 19ii7)i PP. 2li-32,
5
Robert Stewart, "Personality Maladjustment and Reading Achievement,”
(Unpublished Doctor's Disertation, University of California, Berkeley,
19l;7).
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teachers and research -workers are just beginning to study seriously the posi¬
tive, upbuilding effects of certain reading experiences on children.
The assumption that reading favorably affects personality has been made
12 3
by Bradley, Kircher, Sis-ber Mary Agnes, and others. Kircher 'gaye a bib—-
liography of children's literature ani suggests the ideas and attitudes dif¬
ferent books present to children, Lind^ pointed out that "reading influences
attitudes only if the reader is able to make personal identifications and
only if he can sustain his new attitxides in some group."
Walker made a study of the achievement, in-belligence, and personality
traits of thirty problem and -thirty non-problem children of the sixth and
seventh grades in the Oragge Street Elementary School, Fayetteville, North
Carolina. The purpose was to answer the following questions:
1. Which problem occurred at least once among the greater number
of children?
2. How does the scholastic achie-vement of the group compare?
3. Which children are retarded as problem children?
U. How do the I.Q.'s of the two groups compare?
5. How do the personality traits compare?
Her findings indicated that the teacher may expect to find less in¬
tellectual adequacy, less emotional s-bability, greater scholastic retarda-
1
Charles Bradley and Elizabeth S, Bosquet, "Uses of Books for Psychothera¬
py with Children," American Journal, of Orthopssnchiatry, VI (January, 1936),
PP. 23-31.
2
Clara J. Kircher, Character Formation through Books, (Washington,
second edition.
3
Sis-ber Mary Agnes, "Social Values in Children's Poetry," Elementary
English Review, XXII (April, 19h$), PP. 133-138.
Kathern N, Lind, "The Social Psychology of Children's Reading,"
American Journal of Sociology, XLI (Janmry, 1936), pp. Ii5U-i|69.
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tion, and more ad-vancedJ.chronological age among these children T»ho present
the greatest number of behavior problems.^
In conclusion, the overall picture of what has been revealed by the data
through a review of the related literature pertinent to the problems inherent
in this stvidy are presented in these condensed general statements:
1, There seemed to be reliable differences between the achieved and
retarded group, favorable personality traits being associated
with the successful group, and xmfavorable ones with the less
successful group*
2* It was revealed that there is a relatively high degree of relation-
diip between silent reading and component of family relations and
from anti-social tendencies.
3* A fairly high degree of relationship was found to exist between
reading achievement and reading capacity of the group tested,
li. It was found that personality maladjustment does not always lead
to leading difficulties, but that they are often causes, con¬
comitants, or results of such difficulties,
5* It was considered highly probable that some good readers may have
developed superior ability because of certain environmental or
adjustment difficulties,
6. In general, it was assumed that reading affects personality.
7, It was concluded that reading influences attitudes only if the
reader is able to make personal identifications, and only if he
can sustain his new attitudes in some group,
I
Margaret Walker, "A Comparative Study of the Achievement, Intelligence
and Personality Traits," (Unpublished Master's Thesis, Department of Educa¬
tion, Atlanta University, 191:6),
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8, For the most part the teacher may expect to find less emotional
stability, greater scholastic retardation, and more advanced
chronological age among those children lyho present the greatest
number of behavior problems.
Method of Procedure; - The data for this study were secured by admin-
stering two different tests to the seventy-five fourth grade pupils of the
MacBeth Elementary School, Union, South Carolina for the year 195l“52»
On the morning of January 10, 1952 at 10:00, the Durrell-Sullivan Read¬
ing Achievement Test was administeredj the next morning, at the same hour,
the California Test of Personality was administered.
The scores from the California Personality Tests were conrelated with
the scores from the Reading Achievement Tests in order to determine the de¬
gree of relation^ip existing between the traits tested and reading achieve¬
ment. (The Pearson Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation (r) was computed
in each case.)
Description of Tests Utilized in This Study: - The Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Achievement Tests for Intermediate grades three to six measixre
conprehension of spoken langimge andafe composed of the following two tests:
Test 1 - Word Meaning - This test is a multiple choice in form,
and contains seventy-five items.
Test 2 - Paragraph Meaning - This test consists of twelve paragraphs.
Conprehension of each group paragraph read by the pupil is measured by five
multiple-choice questions which measure five different aspects of reading.
The California Test of Personality has been designed to identify and
reveal the status of certain highly important factors in personality and
social adjustment* The California Test of Personality is divided into two
main sections: (l) Self-Adjustment ard (2) Social Adjustment, The first
section is designed to indicate how the pupil feels and thinks about himself.
10
his selfjrreliance, his estimate of his otm worth, his sense of personal free¬
dom, and his feeling of belonging. In this section, the pupil also reveals
certain withdrawing and nervous tendencies which he may possess. Section two
consists of social adjustment con5)onents. Its purpose is to show how 3ihe pu¬
pil functions as a social being, his knowledge of social skills, social stand¬
ards, his freedom from anti-social tendencies, and his family, school, and com¬
munity relationstiips.
CHAPTER II
ANALYSES AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
This chapter analyzes and interprets data pertinent to the main pur¬
pose of this investigation into the relationship bet?reen measTired traits of
personality and reading achievement of the seventy-five fourth grade pupils
involved in this study. Its first sections present findings which provided
a general description of the group in terms of personality and readir^
achievement as measured by the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test and
the California Test of Personality, These descriptions were based on the
following graphical representations ani statistical measures: the mean, for
purposes of determining central tendency; the range and standard deviation,
for indicating degrees of dispersion; and frequency polygons, for providing
a general picture of the various distributions.
The latter sections of the chapter report data which were utilized in
determining relationships between aspects of personality and reading achieve¬
ment, The main statistic upon which these findings were based was Pearson’s
Product Moment Coefficient of Coirelation, In each instance, the reliability
of this value was checked on the basis cf the position of its "t” in relation
to the ,05 level of confidence. The writer.recognized, furthermore, that to
determine the fiducial limits, the number of degrees of freedom depends upon
the number of variables. In this case, they were two less than the number of
cases in the study or n-2.
Analyses and Interpretations of Group Performances on the Durrell-Sullivan
Reading Achievement Test: - In total reading performance, the group proved to
be slightly above average in central tendency, though somewhat widely dispersed.
11
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Table 1 and Figure 1 present data pertinent to this finding. The mean score
of 1^6,57 was reported in the test manual as equivalent to a grade placement
of which was above the norm expected for pupils on ijth grade level. In
range and scatter, however, the group was relatively wide. The highest and
lowest scores of 8l and 16, respectively, were equivalent to grade placements
of 2.6 and 6.3. Furthermore, the standard deviation of 17.7^ indicated that
the middle two thirds of the distributions extended to limits which were
equivalent to grade 3.,8 to li.7.
The statistical data for the sub-test concerned with word meaning re¬
vealed the lowest raw score of 8 to be equivalent to a grade placement of
2»k and the hipest raw score of ^8 to be equivalent to a grade placement of
6.9, The mean and standard deviation for these raw scores were 29.23 and 13,
respectively. The standard deviation indicated that within the mean sigma-
range there was a grade range of from 3.7 to li.8, which further showed that
there was a wide spread of achievement in the area of word meaning.
Data specifically concerned with paragraph meaning indicated that the
pupils were relatively average in performances. The mean score of 19.06 was
at the li,l grade placement. Further, the standard deviation of 6.21 revealed
that the middle two thirds of the distributions extended to limits which were
equivalent to a grade placement of 3*5 to ^.1. The raw scores were from $ to
35, with a range of 31» and grade ranges of from 2.1^ to 6.8,
Analyses and Interpretations of Group Performance on the California Test
of Personality; - The group as a whole exhibited a relatively high degree of
heterogeneity in general personality adjustment. Table 2 and Figure 1; pre¬
sent the statistics on which this finding was based. The mean score of 88,70
was reported in the test as corresponding to the 20th percentile. Obviously that
position was below the norm expected for the group on total adjustment. The
13
TABLE 1
STATISTICAL MEASURES FRCM SCCRES OF SEFENTY-FIlffl FOURTH GRADE PUPIIS
OBTAINED FROM THE DURRELL-SULLIVAN READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST.
Statistic Total Reading Word Meaning Paragraph Meaning
Ranges of
Scores 16 to 81 8 to 58 5 to 35
Size of
Range 66 51 31
Mean 1i6.57 29.23 19.06
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Fig. Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Word Meaning of the Durrell-Sullivan Reading




Fig* 3»- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Paragraph Meaning of the Durrell-Sullivan
Heading Achievement Test Form, A.
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standard deviation of 20.^5 indicated that within the mean sigma-range scores
extended from the l^th to the 35th percentile point, which indicated a gen¬
erally low level of adjustment among the middle two thirds of the distribution.
According to the findings on self adjustment, the mean was l4l«50, which
was below the norm expected on self-adjustn®nt, The fact that the mean score
was equivalent to the 30th percentile suggested that the perfonnance on this
test was far below the norm. The points, one sigma above and one sigma below
the mean, revealed that two thirds of the distribution fell between the 20th
and liOth percentiles. The range of scores was, from 19 to 61i, which placed
the child with the lowest scare at the 5th percentile and the child with the
highest score at the 90th percentile.
The findings from the raw scores on social adjustment revealed that
the mean score of ii5«6l was equivalent to the 20th percentile. The lowest
and highest scores of 25 and 68 were equivalent to pei^entiles of 1 and 80.
The standard deviation of lO.ljU indicated that the middle two thirds of the
distributions extended to limits which were equivalent to percentiles of 15
to 30.
Table 3 ani Figure 7 present data for the component concerned with self-
reliance. The scores ranged from U to 9, which placed the child with the low¬
est score at the 10th percent ilej and the child with the highest at the 80th
percentile. The mean and standard deviation for these scores were 6,6 and
l,i42, respectively. The standard deviation indicated that within the mean
sigma-range the percentiles were from 20 to 55> which further showed that
the middle group of pupils was sli^tly above the norm on self-reliance.
In personality worth, the subjects of the present study obtained a mean
score of 7«U5 which was equivalent to the 35th percentile. The standard
deviation of 2,36 revealed that within the mean sigma-range there were per-
18
TABLE 2
STATISTICAL MEASURES FROM SCORES CF SE¥EKTY-FI7E FOURTH (HADE PUPILS
OBTAINED FRCM TEE CALIFORNIA TEST OF lERSONALITY
Statistic TotalAdjustment Self Adjustment Social Adjustment
Range of
Scores 5h to 136 19 to 6U 25 to 68
Size of
Range 83 U6 U*
Mban 88.70 Ui.5o U5.61





















Fig# Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth





Fig. 6.- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth grade





Fig. 7»“ Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Self-reliance of the California Test of
Personality-Elementary, Form A.
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percentiles from 2$ to 6$, The range of scores and the size of scores were
it to 9 arnl 6, respectively. Thtis, the group was described as below the norm
on sense of personal worth.
From Table 3 and Figure 9, it may be seen that the raw scores were ex¬
tended from 1 to 12. The mean of 7.2U and standard deviation of 2.37 indica¬
ted that within the mean sigma range there were percentiles from 5 to 20.
The mean score further indicated that it was below the norm on sense of per¬
sonal freedom.
According to the findings presented in Table 3 and Figure 10, the range
in scores of from 1 to 12 pointed out that the percentiles were from 1 to 90.
The mean score of 8.13 was reported in the test manual as equivalent to the
l^th percentile, which was below the horm expected for the pupils on feel¬
ing of belonging. When the standard deviation of 2.85 was considered in
tenns of the mean sigma-range, the middle two thirds of the distributions
extended from iiOth to 70th percentile.
In withdrawing tendencies, the test preformances yielded from 1 to 12,
which meant that the groups ranged from the 1st percentile to the 95th per¬
centile. The nean score of 5*36 was at ti^ 20th percentile. The standard
deviation of 2.19 indicated that the middle two thirds of the distributions
extended to limits which were from the 15th to the 30th percentile.
Data on nervous gyu^jtoms yielded a mean score of 6.1(.9» Its position at
the 15th percentile was below the norm expected of the group. Use of the
standard deviation of 2.U8 yielded a mean sigma-range extending from the 10th
to 35th percentile. The range of 12 ftirther revealed that the group was
relatively wide. It appeared, therefore, that the group, though wide in
range, clustered Tirithin an area which denoted few nervous symptoms.
Table ii. Figure 13 report the mean and standard deviation to be 6.23 and
3.0U, respectively. The mean score of 6.23 was at the 1st percentile which
2h
TABLE 3
STATISTICAL MEASURES FROM SCORES OF SEVENTY^IVE FOURTH C31ADE PUPIIS


















Scores li to 9 1 to 12 2 to 12 1 to 12 1 to 12 1 to 12
Size of
Range 6 12 11 12 12 12
Mean 6.6 7.2li 8.13 5.36 6.1i9




Fig,8.- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Sense of Personal Worth of the California
Test of Personality—Elementary, Form A,
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Scale of Scores
Fig. 9.- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Sense of Personal Freedom of the California




Fig. 10.- Frequency Polygon of the sccares made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Feeling of Belonging|Of the California Test




Fig. 11.- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Withdrawing Tendencies of the California




Fig. 12.- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Nervous Symptoms of the California Test of
Personality—Elementary, Form A.
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was far below the norm on social standards. The standard deviation of 3»Ol4
further indicated that two thirds of the distributions extended to limits
which were from the 1st to 10th percentile. The percentiles of the raw
scores of 1 to 12 extended from 1 to 95*
In social skills, group performances averaged somewhat low. The mean
score of 7.73 "was reported in the manual as 30th percentile, which was far
below the norm on social skills. The standard deviation of 2,27 indicated
that within the mean sigma-range the percentile extended from l5 to
The statistical data for the component foncerrffid with anti-social ten¬
dencies yielded a standard deviation of 2,79. This measure, indicated
furthermore, that the middle two thirds of the distributions extended to
limits which were from the $th to 20th percentile. The mean of 6.92 was
at the 15th percentile. The raw scores of 1 to 12, placed the child with
the lowest score at the 1st percentile and the child with the highest score
at the 15th percentile.
Table U and Figure I6, present the data on family relations. The mean
score of 8,08 was at the 20th percentile. Furthermore, use of standard de¬
viation of 2,92 revealed that the middle two thirds of the distributions
extended to limits equivalent to the 10th and UOth percentile. The scores
were from 1 to 12, indicating that the group ranged between 1st and 90th per¬
centile on family relations.
In schoil performance, the group proved to be slightly below the aver¬
age in central tendency, though widely dispersed. The mean score of 7.69
was at the 20th percentile. Further use of the standard deviation of 2.62
indicated that the middle two thirds were between the 10th and 35th per¬
centile, The range which extended from 1 to 12 was equivalent to a percent¬
ile range from 1 to 90.
31
TABLE U
STATISTICAL MEASURES FROM SCORES OF SEVENTY-FIVE FOURTH GRADE PUPILS















Scores 1 to 12 1 toll 1 to 12 1 to 12 1 to 12 1 to 12
Size of
Range 12 11 12 12 12 12
Mean 6.23 7.73 6.92 8.08 7.69 8.31




Fig. 13•- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth





Fig. 1U»- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth




Fig. 15.- Frequency Polygon of the scores laade by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Anti-social Tendencies of the California





Fig. 16.- Frequency Polygon of the scores niade by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Family Relations of the California Test of
Personality—Elementqr/orm A.
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The scores on community relations extended from 1 to 12, with cor¬
responding percentiles from 1 to 85. The mean score of 8.31 was at the
10th percentile. Obviously, it was decidedly below the norm on community
relations. The standard deviation of 2.97 revealed further that the middle
two thirds of the distributions extended from 1st to 35th percentile.
Analyses and Interpretations of the Correlations between Reading
Achievement and Personality; - One would note from Table 5 that the data
on the obtained correlations between total readii^ and total adjustment
yielded an obtained r of ,1|6, This indicated that there was a substantial
relationship between total reading and total adjustment. Thus, an r as
large as the one obtained would be significant at the .01 level of confi¬
dence. The Twriter rejected the null hsrpothesis that the true relation¬
ship was zero.
The relationship between word meaning and total adjustment was found
to be ,53> which was a substantial relationship. On the bases of the data
reported in Table 5^ "the writer rejected the null hypothesis that the true
relationship was zero. An r as large as the one obtained would be signifi¬
cant at the .01 level of confidence.
According to the findings presented in Table 5, the obtained r of .12,
indicated almost no relationship between paragraph meaning and total adjust¬
ment. The writer accepted the null hypothesis that the true relationship
was zero.
When scores made on total reading and self-adjustment were correlated
the resulting coefficient was ,01, According to the measures of significance





Fig. 17«- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth





Fig. 18.- Frequency Polygon of the scores made by seventy-five fourth
grade pupils on Community Relations of the California Test
of Personality—^Elementary, Form A.
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Relating of word meaning and self-adjustment components yielded an
obtained r of *06, which was an indication of almost negligible relation¬
ship. The null hypothesis was accepted.
Findings concerning relationship between paragraph meaning and self¬
adjustment was .07, which indicated a negligible relationship. Therefore,
the writer accepted the null hypothesis that true relationship was zero.
Corrections of total reading and social-adjustment scores revealed
the obtained r to be .68. There was a substantial relationship between
these two traits. Thus, it was concluded that an r -as large as the one
obtained, would occur by chance factors alone less than one time in one-
hundred trials. The writer rejected the null hypothesis that the true
relationship between total reading and social-adjustment was zero.
Findings concerning the relations between word meaning and social-
adjustment indicated the obtained r was .^8, which was a substantial
relationship between these two traits. It was significant at the .01
level of confidence. The writer rejected the null hypothesis that the
true relationship was zero.
The coefficient of correlation of .29 which resulted fran relating
paragraph meaning and social-adjustment was indicative of Icw^
relationship between these traits. Specifically, the value of .29# re¬
ported in Table 5, proved to be significant at the .01 level of confi¬
dence.
Findings concerning the relationship between total reading and self-
reliance indicated that the obtained r was .01, which showed almost no re¬
lationship between these traits. The writer accepted the null hypothesis
that the true relationship was zero.
TABLE $
CCRHEUTIONS BETWEEN THE SCORES OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PUPILS IN
THE FOURTH GRADE ON THE DURRELL_SULLIVAN READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
Reading
Teits Self Adjustment Social Adjustment Total Adjustment
Word
Meaning .06 .58 .53
Paragraph
Meaning .07 .29 .12
Total
Reading .01 .68 .1+6
In order to be significant at the .0^ level it must be .228 and at
the ,01 level it must be .296,
The correlation of word meaning and self-reliance yielded an r of .78,
which showed marked relationship. The writer rejected the null hypothesis
that the true relationship was zero. An r as large as the one obtained
wo\xld be significant at the .01 level of confidence.
The relationship between paragraph meaning and self-reliance was
found to be relatively low. According to data reported in Table 6, the
obtained r*was ,10, which was a negligible relationship. The writer accepted
the null hypothesis that the true relationship was zero.
The data on the correlations between total reading and sense of per¬
sonal worth revealed the obtained r to be .09, There was almost no rela¬
tionship between total reading and sense of personality worth. The null
hypothesis was accepted.
According to the findings presented in Table 6, the obtained r was 13,
which was a negligible relationship between these two traits. The null
hypothesis was accepted.
Findings concerning the relationship between paragraph meaning and
sense of personal worth revealed the obtained r to be .13, which indicated
a negligible relationship between these two traits. Therefore, the yrriter
rejected the null hypothesis that the true relationship was zero.
The correlation; showed that the obtained r was .08, which indicated
a jnegligSble reading and sense of personal freedom. Inasmuch as an r of
.08 was not significant, the writer accepted the null hypothesis that the
true relationship was zero.
The correlation^ between word meaning and sinse of personal freedom
revealed the obtained r to be .09, which indicated almost no relationship.
The writer accepted the null hypothesis.
1|2
The data on the correlation between paragraph meaning and sense of
personal freedom revealed the obtained r to be .02. It is evident from
the data that there was almost no relationship between paragraph meaning
and sense of personal freedom.
The data on tl® correlation, between total reading and feeling of be¬
longing revealed the obtained r to be .00 which was a negligible relation¬
ship, Therefore, the writer accepted the null hypothesis.
The correlation- between word meaning and feeling of belonging revealed
the obtained r to be ,01;, which indicated that there -was almost negligible
relationsip. Therefore, the -writer accepted the null hypothesis that the
true relationship was zero.
According to the findings presented in Table 6 the obtained r was .01;.
Since there was almost no relationship between paragraph meaning and feel¬
ing of belonging, the -wri-ter accepted the null hypothesis.
When scores made on total reading and withdrawing tendencies were re¬
lated, the resulting coefficient was .Oli, According -to the measures of
significance based on 73 degrees of freedom, there was almost no relation¬
ship between these traits.
Findings concerning relationship between word meaning and -withdra-wing
tendencies indicated the obtained r to be .09, which -mas a negligible rela¬
tionship between these traits. The -writer accepted the null hypothesis
that the true relationship -was zero.
The correlation: between paragraph meaning and withdrawing tendencies
yielded an r of ,03j which was almost no relationship. Therefore, the
-writer accepted the null hypothesis that the true relationship was zero.
The data on the correlation: between total reading and nervous symp¬
toms was found -to be ,01 which -was a negligible relationship. According
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to the data reported in Table 6 it was not significant. Therefore, the
writer rejected the null hypothesis that the true relationship was zero.
The correlation;: 1 between word meaning and nervous symptoms regaled
the obtained r to be .27, which was only a slight relationship. Since an
r of this size would occur five times in one hxmdred trials, the writer re¬
jected the null hypothesis that the true relationship between word meaning
and nervous symptoms was zero.
According to findings presented in Table 6, the obtained r was ,08
which indicated a negligible relationship between paragraph meaning and
nervous symptoms. Therefore, it mcessitated the writer's acceptance of
the null hypothesis.
From Table 7 it is easy to ascertain the relationship between total
reading and social standards. The obtained r was .02, which was almost no
relationship. The writer vrillingly accepted the null hypothesis that the
true relationship between word meaning and social standards was zero.
The correlation, between word meaning and social standards revealed
that the r was ,38, There was a low degree of relationship between word
meaning and social standards. Therefore, the writer rejected the null hy¬
pothesis that the true relationship between word meaning and social stand¬
ards was zero. An r as large as the one obtained would be significant at the
,01 level of confidence.
The relationship between paragraph meaning and social standards re¬
vealed the obtained r to be ,20, There was, however, a slight degree of
relationship. It is for this reason that the writer accepted the null hy¬
pothesis that the true relationship between paragraph meaning and social
standards was zero
TABLE 6
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THE SCORES OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PUPILS IN
THE FOURTH GIADE ON THE DURRELL-SULLIVAN READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND THE
COMPONENT OF SELF-ADJUSmENT CF THE CALIFORNIA TEST CF PERSONALITY
Reading Self Sense of Sense of Feeling of Withdrawing Nervous
Tests Reliance Personal Personal Belonging Tendencies Symptoms
Worth Freedcm
Word
Meaning .78 .13 COo• .OU .09 .27
Paragraph
Meaning .10 , .05 .02 .ou .03 .08
Total
Reading .01 .09 COo. .00 .OU .01
In order to be significant at the .0^ level, it must be .228 and at
the .01 level it must be .296.
Wlien fetores made on total reading ard social skills were related, the
resulting coefficient was .20. According to the measures of significance
based on 73 degrees of freedom, there was a slight relationship between these
traits.
The data on the correlation: between word meaning and social skills re¬
vealed that the obtained r was ,23» Since there was a low degree of rela-
tion^ip between word meaning and social skills, the writer rejected the null
hypothesis.
Findings concerning relationship between paragraph meaning and social
skills revealed that the obtained r was .10, There was, however, a negli¬
gible relationship between paragraph meaning and social skills. The writer
accepted the null hypothesis that the true relationship between paragraph
meaning and social skills was zero.
The correlation.- between total reading and anti-social tendencies re¬
vealed that the obtained r was .US, There was a marked relationship be¬
tween total reading and anti-social tendencies. The writer, then, rejected
the null hypothesis that the true relationship between total reading and
anti-social tendencies was zero.
The coefficient of correlation which resulted from relating word mean¬
ing and anti-social tendencies was .52. Since a resulting r of ,52 indi¬
cated a substantial relationship, it could be obtained about one time in one
hTindred trials. The writer rejected the null hypothesis that the true rela¬
tionship between word meaning and anti-social tendencies was zero.
The data on the correlation: between paragraph meaning and anti-social
tendencies revealed the obtained r to be .32. There was a low correlation
between paragraph meaning and anti-social tendencies. The writer rejedted
the null hypothesis that the true relationship between reading and family
relations was zero.
hS
When scores made on total reading and family relations Wete‘Pelatedj
the resulting coefficient .was According to measures of signifi¬
cance based on 73 degrees of freedom, there was a substantial relationship
between these traits.
The correlation: between word meaning and family relations revealed
the obtained r to be ,59. Since there was a substantial relationship the
writer rejected the null; hypothesis that the true relationship between word
meaning and family relations was zero.
The relationship between paragraph meaning and family relations re¬
vealed the obtained r to be .27. There was a low degree of relationship
between paragraph meaning and family relations. The writer rejected the
null hypothesis that the true relationship between paragraph meaning and
family relations was zero.
Findings concerning relationship between total reading and school
relations revealed the obtained r to be .ii6, which was a substantial
relationship. Because of this the writer rejected the null hsrpothesis
that the true relationship between total reading and school relations was
zero.
According to the findings indicated in Table 7> the obtained r was
,38, There was a low degree of relationship between word meaning and
school relations. An r of .38 would occur by chance factors alone less
than one time in one hundred trials.
■yi/hen scores made on paragraph meaning and scool relations were related,
the resulting coefficient was ,18, According to the measures of signifi¬
cance based on 73 degrees of freedom, there was a negligible relationship
between these traits.
U7
The correlation between total reading and community relations revealed
that the obtained r was .37. There was a low degree of relationship between
total reading and community relationship} therefore, the writer rejected the
null hypothesis that the true relationship between total reading and com¬
munity relations was zero.
The relationship between word meaning and community relations was
.28, which was found to be relatively low. According to data reported in
Table 1, the obtained r was .28, which was significant} hence, the writer
rejected the null hypothesis that the true relationship between word mean¬
ing and community relations was zero.
The correlation; between paragraph meaning and community relations
revealed -ttie obtained r to be .21+, There was a low degree of relationship
between paragraph meaning and community relations. The writer rejected
the null hypothesis that the true relationship was zero.
The analysis of the correlation; shown in Tables 6, and 7 may be
summarized by stating that, on the whole, there seems to be a substantial
degree of relationship between reading achievement and personality adjust--
ment made ty the pupils. Of the 1+5 correlations found in this series,
only 20 Trere statistically significant. Six were significant at the .05
level of confidence and ll+ were significant at the .01 level of confidence}
only 1 had a high relationship.
TABLE 7
CCRRELATIONS BETWEEN THE SCORES OBTAINED FROM SEVENTY-FIVE PUPILS IN
THE FOURTH (HADE ON THE DURRELL-SULLIVAN READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST AND THE
COlffONENTS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF THE CALTEORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
Reading Social Social Anti-social Family Social Community
Tests Standards Skills Tendencies Relations Relations Relations
Word
Meaning OO• .23 .52 .59 .38 .28
Paragraph
Meaning .20 .10 .32 .27 .18 .2U
Total
Reading .02 .20 .U6 .52 .I4.6 .37
In order to be significant at the ,05 level, it must be ,228 and at
the .01 level it must be i?96.
CHAPTER III
SmiMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND BfPLICATIONS
Statement of Problem: - The problem involved in this study was to,
determine the relationship, if any, between certain measured traits of
personality and reading achievement of seventy-five pupils in the fourth
grade of the MacBeth Elementary School, Union, South Carolina,
Purpose of the Study; - The purpose of this study was to answer the
following questions?
1, What is the relationship between total personality,
self-adjustment, social adjustment and total reading,
word meaning, paragraph meaning?
2, What is the relationship between components -of self
adjustment and total reading, word meaning, paragp?apl\
meaning?
3* What is the relationship between components of social
adjustment and total reading, word meaning, paragraph
meaning?
Method of Procedure; - The data for this study were secured by ad¬
ministering the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test and the Cali¬
fornia Test of Personality to seventy-five fourth grade pupils of the
MacBeth Elementary School, Union, South Carolina for the year 19^1-32.
The Normative survey method of research was used.
The writer computed the Pearson Product-Moment Coefficient Corre¬
lation betvfeen the reading achievement test scores and the California
U9
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Test of Personality scores. The following statistics were used; the
mean, the range and the standard deviation.
Summary of Related Literature; - According to the data presented in
this survey of related literature, the writer found several differences
in the relationship between personality and reading. Literature related
to this study has been analyzed and interpreted under the following cate¬
gories;
1, Personalities of gifted children of inferior achievement
2« Relationship between personality and reading
3, Relationship among achievement. Intelligence and
personality.
In a comparative study of personalities of gifted children of in¬
ferior achievement, Lewis found statistically significant differences
between the achieved and retarded group. Favorable personality traits
were associated with the successful group, and unfavorable ones with the
less successful group.
Day, who made a study of the relationship between personality and
reading comprehension, found that there was a high degree of relation¬
ship between silent reading, family relations and anti-social tendencies,
Boone, in her study of emotional adjustment and reading achievement,
found a fairly high degree of relationship existing between reading achieve¬
ment and reading capacity. Therefore, she assumed that high reading achieve¬
ment scores would follow high mental capacity and that emotional adjustment
and reading achievement had a fairly positive degree of relationship.
Gate and Russell, in a study of personality maladjustment, found that
personality maladjustment does not always lead to reading difficulties;
howeyer, it often causes accompanies or results frcm such difficulties.
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A recent study by Stewart indicates that some good readers inay have developed
superior ability because of certain environmental or adjustment difficulties.
Bradley, Kircher and Sister Mary Agres assumed that reading favorably
affects personality.
Lind pointed out that "reading influences attitudes only if the reader
is able to make personal identifications and only if he can sustain his new
attitudes in some group."
Walker, who made a study of the achievement, intelligence, and per¬
sonality, noted that the teacher may expect to find less emotional sta¬
bility, greater scholastic retardation, and more advanced chronological
age among those children who present the greatest number of behavior
problems.
Findings: - The findings were drawn exclusively from analyses of the
data collected in the present study.
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test: - The means were: I4.6.57,
29.23 and 19.06 for total reading, word meanir^, and paragraph meaning,
respectively. The standard deviations were: 17.75, 13.05 and 6,21 for
total reading, word meaning, and paragraph meaning, respectively. The
range scores were: I6 to 8I, 8 to $8, and 5 to 35 for total reading, word
meaning and paragraph meanir^, respectively. The sizes of ranges were:
66, 51, and 3I, respectively. These scores indicated that the subjects
scored above the expected grade placement.
California Test of Personality: - The means were: 80,70, lil.^O and
U5.6I for total adjustment, self-adjustment and social-adjustment, re¬
spectively, The standard deviations were: 20.55, 9.05 and 10,UU for total
adjustment, self-adjustment and social-adjustment, respectively. The range
of scores were: 5U to I36, 19 to 6k and 25 to 68, respectively. The sizes
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of ranges were: 83»U6, U6 and 14+ for total adjustment, self-adjustment
and social adjustment, respectively. These scores revealed that the
subjects scored belovr the norm on personality adjustment.
The Components of Self-Adjustmentt - The means -were: 6,60, 7.1+5>
7,2i+, 8,13> 5*36 and 6,1+9 for self-reliance, sense cf personal worth, sense
of personal freedom, feeling of belonging, withdrawing tendencies, and nerv¬
ous symptoms, respectively. The standard deviations were: 1,1+2, 2,36, 2,37i
2.85, 2.19 and 2.1+8 for self-reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of
personal freedom, feeling of belonging, withdrawing tendencies, and nervous
symptoms, respectively. The range of scores were: 1+ to 9i 1 to 12, 2 to 12,
1 to 12, 1 to 12, and 1 to 12 for self-reliance, sense of personal worth,
sense of personal freedom, feeling of belonging, withdrawing tendencies and
nervous symptoms, respectively. The si^-es of ranges were: 6, 12, 11, 12, 12,
and 12 for self-reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of personal freedom,
feeling of belongii^, withdrawing tendencies and nervous syn^jtoms, respect¬
ively. The scores revealed that the subjects scored below the norm.
The Components of Social-Adjustment: - The feeans were: 6.23, 7«73,
6,92, 8,08, 7.69 and 8,31 for social standards, social skills, anti-social
tendencies, family relations, school relations, and community relations,
respectively. The standard deviations were: 3«0l+, 2.27, 2,79> 2,92, 2.62
and 2,97 for social standards, social skills, anti-social tendencies, family
relations, school relations and community relations, respectively. The
range of scores were: 1 to 12, 1 to 11, 1 to 12, 1 to 12, 1 to 12 and 1 to
12 for social standards, social skills, anti-social tendencies, family re¬
lations, school relations and community relations, respectively. The sizes
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of ranges were; 13, 11, 12, 12, 12, and 12 for social standards, social
skills, anti-social tendencies, family relations, school relations and com¬
munity relations, respectively. These scores indicated that the subjects
scored below the norm.
The Correlations between Reading Achievement and Personality Adjust¬
ment; - The correlation between total reading and personality adjustment
were; ,01, ,68 and ,14.6 for self-adjustment, social adjustment and total .
adjustment, respectively. The correlations between word meaning and per¬
sonality adjustment were; ,06, ,58 and ,53 for self-adjustment, social ad¬
justment and total a djustment, respectively. The correlations between
paragraph meaning and personality adjustment were; ,07, *29 and ,12 for s
Self-adjustment, social adjustment and total adjustment, respectively. The
obtained r revealed a substantial degree of relationship between reading
comprehension and personality adjustment.
The Correlations between Reading Achievement and the Components of
Self-Adjus tmentt - The correlation,' between total reading and the com¬
ponents of self-adjustment were; ,01, ,09, ,08, ,00, ,0U and ,01 for self-
reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of personal freedom, feelings of
belonging, withdrawihg tendencies and nervous symptoms, respectively. The
correlation between word meaning and the components of self-adjustment
were; ,78, ,13, 108, ,01;, ,09 and ,27 for self-reliance, sense of per¬
sonal worth, sense of personal freedom, feeling of belonging, withdrawing
tendencies and nervous symptoms, respectively. The correlation,' between
paragraph meaning and the components of self-adjustment were; ,10, ,05,
,02, ,01;, ,03 and ,08 for self-reliance, sense of personal worth, sense
of personal freedom, feeling of belonging, withdrawing tendencies and
nervous symptoms, respectively. The obtained r revealed that there was a
slight relationship between reading achievement and personality adjust¬
ment.
The Correlations between Reading Achievement and the Components of
Social-adjustment: - The correlation; between total reading and the com¬
ponents of social-adjustment were: ,02, .20, ,1+6, ,$2, ,1+6 and .37 for social
standards, social skills, anti-social tendencies, family relations, school
relations, and community relations, respectively. The correlations be¬
tween word meaning and the components of social-adjustment were: ,38, ,23j
,^2, *38 and ,28 for social standards, social skills, anti-social
tendencies, family relations, school relations, and community relations,
respectively. The correlation, between paragraph meaning and the compon¬
ents of social-adjustment were: ,20, ,lo, ,32, .27, ,18 and ,2l+ for so¬
cial standards, social skills, anti-social tendencies, family relations,
school relations, and commionity relations, respectively. The obtained r
revealed that there was a moderate relationship between reading achieve¬
ment and personality adjustment,
Sxxmmary of Findings: - The findings were drawn exclusively from an
analyses of the data collected in the present study,
1, The result of this investigation would indicate that
there was a significaint relationship between total
reading and total adjustment, word meaning and total
adjustment, total reading and social adjustment, word
meaning and social adjustment, paragraph meaning and
social adjustment. There was, however significant re¬
lationship between paragraph meaning and total adjust¬
ment, total reading and self adjustment, word meaning
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and self adjustment, paragraph meaning and self sui-
justment.
2. On the components of self-adjustment there utas a sig¬
nificant relationship between word meaning and self-
reliance, word meaning and nervous symptoms. There was
however, no relationship between total reading and self-
seliance, paragraph meaning and self-reliance, total
reading and sense of personal worth, word meaning and
sense of personal worth, paragraph meaning and sense
of personal worth, total reading and sense of personal
freedom, word meaning and sense of personal freedom,
paragraph meaning and sense of personal freedom, total
reading and feeling of belonging, word meaning and feel¬
ing of belonging, paragraph meaning and feeling of belonging,
total reading and withdrawing tendencies, word meaning and
withdrawing tendencies, paragraph meaning and withdrawing
tendencies, total reading and nervous symptoms, paragraph
meaning and nervous symptoms,
3* On the con5)onents of social adjustment there was a sig¬
nificant relationship between word meaning and social
standards, word'meaning and social skills, total reading
and anti-social tendencies, word meaning and anti-social
tendencies, paragraph meaning and anti-social tendencies,
total reading and family relations, word meaning and family
relations, paragraph meaning and family relations, total
reading and school relations, word meaning and school rela-
^6
tions, total reading and communtiy relations, word mean¬
ing and community relations, paragraph meaning and com-
nrunity relations. There was, however, no significant re¬
lationship between total reading and social staMards,
paragraph meaning and social standards, total reading and
social skills, paragraph meaning aind social skills, para¬
graph meaning and school relations.
Conclusions: - These conclusions were based primarily on the findings
of this study.
1, Since there was a substantial degree of relationship be¬
tween reading achievement and personality adjustment, it
seemed logical to say that a well adjusted child may have
achieved a stronger vocabulary and a sense of paragraph
meaning with less difficxilty than a child of an inferior
adjustment,
2, On the strength of the findings that congjonents of self¬
adjustment and reading achievement have only a slight
degree of relationship, it was conclxided that a child with
inferior feeling of personal security tends to achieve
word meaning and paragraph meaning about as well as a child
with a feeling of personal security. There may be, however,
a slight advantage with the more secure group,
3* Since coii5)opehts of social adjustment and general reading
achievement revealed a moderate relationship, it was con¬
cluded that pupils who are well adjusted socially have a
tendency to achieve word meaning and paragraph meaning with
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less difficTjlty than the pupils that are not socially
well adjusted,
i
Implications: - According to the preceding data, many strengths .
and weaknessess were revealed through the administration of the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Achievement Test and the California Test of Personality
to seventy-five (75) fourth grade pupils.
The modem trend in education puts en^jhasis on learning as being a
total process which involves the udiole child. It further insists on de¬
veloping well adjusted children with integrated personalities. This ad¬
justment implies that the individtial must adjust his social problems. In -
order to help the child meet these needs in adjustment, the school must
reorganize on a much more functional basis.
According to the statement of findings and conclusions, teachers and
administrators would be wise in seeking to develop in the child a feeling
of social security. They might well place greater emphasis on the child
who fails to understand word meaning or enjoy social adjustment.
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A. Self-reliance .....
B. Sense of Personal Worth .
C. Sense of Personal Freedom .
D. Feeling of Belonging . . .
E. Withdrawing Tendencies .
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F. Nervous Symptoms . . .
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2. Social Adjustment . . .
A. Social Standards ....
B. Social Skills
C. Anti-social Tendencies . .
(Freedom from)
D. Family Relations ....
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SECTION 1 A SECTION 1 B
1. Would you rather plan your
own work than to have some
one else plan it for you? YES NO
2. Do you usually apologize when
you are wrong? ' YES NO
3. When you have some free time,
do you usually ask your par¬
ents or teachers what to do? YES NO
4. When someone tries to cheat
you, do you usually try to stop
him? YES NO
5. Is it easy for you to recite or
talk in class? YES NO
6. Do you like to meet new people
or introduce them to others? YES NO
7. Do you usually go to bed on
time, even when you wish to
stay up? yes NO
8. Is it hard to do your work
when someone blames you for
something? YES NO
9. Do you usually eat food that
is good for you, even if you do
not like it? yes NO
10. Do your parents or teachers
usually need to tell you to do
your work? YES NO
11. Do you get excited when things
go wrong? yes NO
12. Do you usually keep at your
work until it is done? YES NO
13.Do your friends generally think
that your ideas are good? YES NO
14. Do most of your friends and
classmates think you are bright? YES NO
15. Are your friends and classmates
usually interested in the things
you do? yes no
16. Do you wish that your father
(ormother) had a better job? YES NO
17. Do your classmates seem to
think that you are not a good
friend? YES NO
18. Do your friends and classmates
often want to help you? YES NO
19. Are you sometimes cheated
when you trade things? YES NO20.Do your classmates and friends
usually feel that they know
more than you do? YES NO
21. Do your folks seem to think
that you are doing well? YES NO
22. Can you do most of the things
you try? YES NO
23. Do people often think that you
cannot do things very well? YES NO
24. Do people often do nice things
for you? yes NO
~3—
Score Section 1 A. Score Section 1 B.
SECTION 1 C SECTION 1 D25.May you usually choose your
own friends? YES NO
26. Are you allowed enough time to
play? yes no
27. Do others usually decide to
which parties you may go? YES NO
28. May you usually bring your
friends home when you want
to? YES NO
29. May you usually do what you
want to during your spare time? YES NO
30. Do you have a chance to see
many new things? YES NO
31. Do your folks often stop you
from going around with your
friends?
, YES NO
32. Are you allowed to do most of
of the things you want to? YES NO
33. Are you given some spending
money? YES NO
34. Do your folks stop you from
taking short walks with your
friends? YES NO
35. Are you punished for lots of
little things? YES NO
36. Do you feel that your folks
boss you too much? YES NO
37. Do pets and animals make
friends with you easily? YES NO
38. Are you proud of your school? YES NO
39. Do your classmates think you
cannot do well in school? YES NO40.Are you as well and strong as
most boys and girls? YES NO41.Are your cousins, aunts, uncles,
or grandparents as nice as those
of most of your friends? YES NO42.Are the members of your family
usually good to you? YES NO43.Do you often think that no¬
body likes you? YES NO44.Do you feel that most of your
classmates are glad that you are
a member of the class? YES NO45.Do you have just a few friends? YES NO46.Do you often wish you had
some other parents? YES NO
47. Are you sorry you live in the
place you do? YES NO
48. Do your friends have better
times at home than you do? YES NO
— 4—
Score Section 1 C. Score Section I D.
SECTION 1 E SECTION 1 F
49. Have people often been so un¬
fair that you gave up? YES NO
50. Do you often think of many
things that are dangerous? YES NO
51. Do you often meet people who
are so mean that you hate
them? YES NO
52. Are you often greatly dis¬
couraged about many things
that are important to you? YES NO
53. Do your friends or your work
often make you worry? YES NO
54. Is your work often so hard that
you stop trying? YES NO
55. Are people often so unkind or
unfair that it makes you feel
bad? yes no
56. Do your friends or classmates
often say or do things that hurt
your feelings? YES NO
57. Do people often try to cheat
you or do mean things to you? YES NO
58. Are you often with people who
have so little interest in you
that you feel lonesome? YES NO
59. Are your studies or your life so
dull that you often think about
many other things? YES NO
60. Are people often mean or unfair
to you? YES NO
Score Section 1 E
61. Do you often have sneezing
spells? YES NO
62. Do you often have bad dreams? YES NO
63. Do you bite your fingernails
often? yes NO
64. Does it usually take you a long
time to go to sleep at night? YES NO
65. Does your head ache often? YES NO
66. Do you often find you are not
hungry at meal time? YES NO
67. Do you take cold easily? YES NO
68. Do you often feel tired in the
forenoon? YES NO
69. Do you often tap with your
fingers on a table or desk? YES NO
70. Do you often feel sick at your
stomach? YES NO
71. Do you often have dizzy spells? YES NO
72. Do your eyes hurt you often? YES NO
Score Section 1 F.
—5—
SECTION 2 A SECTION 2 B
73. When people get sick or are in
trouble, is it usually their own
fault? yes no
74. Is it all right to disobey teach¬
ers if you think they are not fair
to you? yes no
75. Should only the older boys and
girls be nice and friendly to
new people? YES NO
76. Is it all right to take things
you need if you have no money? YES NO
77. Is it necessary to thank those
who have helped you? YES NO
78. Do children need to obey their
fathers or mothers even when
their friends tell them not to? YES NO
79. If a person finds something,
does he have a right to keep it
or sell it? yes NO
80. Is it all right to make fun of
boys and girls who do not be¬
lieve what you do? YES NO
81. Should children obey signs that
tell them to stay off of other
peoples’ grounds? YES NO
82. Should children be nice to peo¬
ple they don’t like? YES NO
83. Is it all right for children to cry
or whine when their parents
keep them home from a show? YES NO
84. Is it all right to cheat in a game
when the umpire is not look¬
ing? yes NO
85. Do you like to speak or sing
before other people? YES NO
86. When people make you angry
do you usually keep it to your¬
self? yes NO
87. Do you help new pupils to talk
to other children? YES NO
88. Does it make you feel angry
when you lose in games at
parties? YES NO
89. Is it hard for you to talk to peo¬
ple as soon as you meet them? YES NO
90. Do you usually help other boys
and girls to have a good time? YES NO
91. Do you usually act friendly to
people you do not like? YES NO
92. Do you often change your plans
in order to help people? YES NO
93. Do you usually forget the names
of people you meet? YES NO
94. Do you often say nice things to
people when they do well? YES NO
95. Do you try games at parties
even if you haven’t played them
before? YES NO96.Do you talk to new children at
school? yes no
— 6—
Score Section 2 A. Score Section 2 B.
SECTION 2 C SECTION 2 D
97. Do people often ask you to do
such hard or foolish things that
you won’t do them? YES NO
98. Are the tests at school often so
hard or unfair that it is all right
to cheat? YES NO
99. Do you often make friends or
classmates do things they don’t
want to? YES NO
100. Are things sometimes so bad at
school that you stay away? YES NO
101. Do people often act so badly
that you have to be mean or
nasty to them? YES NO
102. Do you often have to make a
“fuss” or “act up” to get your
rights? yes no
103. Is anyone at school so mean
that you tear, or cut, or break
things? yes NO
104. Is it hard to make people re¬
member how well you can do
things? yes no
105. Is someone at home so mean
that you often have to quarrel? YES NO
106. Do you sometimes need some¬
thing so badly that it is all right
to take it? YES NO
107. Do classmates often quarrel
with you? yes NO
108. Do you like to scare or push
smaller boys and girls? YES NO
Score Section 2 C.
109. Do you have a hard time be¬
cause it seems that your folks
hardly ever have enough money? YES NO
110. Do your folks seem to think
that you are just as good as
they are? YES NO
111. Are you unhappy because your
folks do not care about the
things you like? YES NO
112. When your folks make you
mind are they usually nice to
you about it? YES NO
113. Do your folks often claim that
you are not as nice to them as
you should be? YES NO
114. Do you like both of your par¬
ents about the same? YES NO
115. Does someone at home pick on
you much of the time? YES NO
116. Does it seem to you that your
folks at home often treat you
mean? YES NO
117. Do you try to keep boys and
girls away from your home be¬
cause it isn’t as nice as theirs? YES NO
118. Do you sometimes feel like run¬
ning away from home? YES NO
119. Do you feel that no one at home
loves you ? YES NO
120. Have you often felt that your
folks thought you would not
amount to anything? YES NO
Score Section 2 D.
— 7—
SECTION 2 E SECTION 2 F
121. Do you think that the boys
and girls like you as well as they
should? yes no
122. Do you think that the children
would be happier if the teacher
were not so strict? YES NO
123. Is it fun to do nice things for
some of the other boys and
girls? yes no
124. Is school work so hard that you
are afraid you will fail? YES NO
125. Do many of the children get
along with the teacher much
better than you do? YES NO
126. Does it seem to you that some of
the teachers have it in for
pupils? yes no
127. Do your schoolmates seem to
think that you are nice to
them? yes no
128. Would you like to stay home
from school a lot if it were right
to do so? yes no
129. Are most of the boys and girls
at school so bad that you tty to
stay away from them? YES NO
130. Do your classmates choose you
as often as they should when
they play games? YES NO
131. Do many of the other boys or
girls claim that they play games
fairer than you do? YES NO
132. Do the boys and girls usually
treat you nice at school? YES NO
133. Do you visit many of the inter¬
esting places near where you
live? yes no
134. Do you sometimes do things
to make the place in which you
live look nicer? YES NO
135. Do you think there are too few
interesting places near your
home? yes no
136. Do you ever help clean up things
near your home? YES NO
137. Do you take good care of your
own pets or help with other
people’s pets? YES NO
138. Do you sometimes help other
people? yes NO
139. Do you try to get your friends
to obey the laws? YES NO
140. Do you help children keep away
from places where they might
get sick? yes NO
141. Do you usually try to be nice to
people who are not the same
color or race as you are? YES NO
142. Is it all right to do what you
please if the police are not
around ? YES NO
143. Does it make you glad to see
the people aroufid your house
get along fine? YES NO
144. Do you dislike many of the
people who live near your home? YES NO
— 8—
Score Section 2 E. Score Section 2 F.
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Durrell-SuUiviui: Read. Achievem’t: Inter. A
Samples. 1 2 3 4 «
I
TEST 1. WORD MEANING
An is a kind of— 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 5 chair..ji
1
large means— 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like
12 3 4 6
To shuf means to— 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 nm 5 close
1. A dog is an — 1 answer 2 elephant 3 animal 4 excuse
2. A robin is a— 1 crow 2 bird 3 bug 4 flower 5 leaf
3. To bring is to— 1 find 2 carry 3 think 4 lose 5 fall
]
4. Small means— 1 hurry 2 large 3 little 4 like 5 help I6.To fall is to— 1 pay 2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face |
6. To bafee is to— 1 break 2 lose 3 cook 4 speak 5 copy I
7. A dollar is — 1 copper 2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothing |
1
8. A voice is used to— 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5mark...||
1
9. A potato is a— 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman..;10.Bee/is a kind of— 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat. 1 2 3 4 55 orange j| 2 3I 3 3 4 6II 1
1 3 3 4 8
11. To chop means— 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut |j
1
12. If a thing is above, it is.— 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between ji
1
13. A thing that is bent is— 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight...H
1
14. TraveZ means— 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction..||
1
16. OiZ is used for—• 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents ||
1
16. QuarreZ means— 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw
1
17. A hall is a— 1 hom 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field jj
18. An island is surrounded by— 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water n
1
19. Remain means— 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany .
1
20. SaZt is used on— 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers . .11
1
21. Marriage means— 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding..:!
1
22. A carpenter makes things of— 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass ji
1
23. A maid is a— 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 5 fruit
1
24. A palace is z— 1 crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman. .||
1
25. A beZmet is worn on the— 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet 4 elbows 5 head 11
[2]
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 6
3 3 4 5
2 8 4 6
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 6
2 3 4 6
2 3 4 6
2 3 4 6
2 8 4 6
2 3 4 5
2 8 4 6
DurreO-SuUivan: Read. Achievem’t: ibiter. A
26. When yr»u miss sc/iooZ, you are— 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5fair||
1 2
27. A person is alone who is without— 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger 11
28. A stomach is part of the -— 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world II
29. A man’s daughter is his ■— 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece .. .||
30. HI means— 1 sick 2 hungry 3 well 4 safe 5 sorry . ^---Il
31. Excellent means very— 1 weak 2 good 3 happy 4 poor 5 tired. .||
32. A Time is for— 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees |i
1 2
33. To tumble is to— 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle H
1 2
34. A grandparent is Sin— 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire y
1 *36.A smell is an— 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea * .. .||
1 2
36. An elm is a— 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 4 tree 5 tool ..j|
37. A mule is a— 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle...
1 2
II li
1 238.Cos% things are— 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic 11
39. An authof is a— 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer 11
1 2
40. A mayor is Siti— 1 expert 2 animal 3 invalid 4 umbrella 5 official ||
1 2
41. A zone is a— 1 number 2 stepson 3 region 4 sliver 5 habit.. ..||
1 2
42. To injure is to — 1 slump 2 insure 3 wound 4 sell 5 splash ... .|i
43. To rouse means to — 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love . . .||
I 2
44. iWiW means— 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind
1 2
45. Wicked means— 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant 11
1 2
46. To make preparations is to get — 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy I i
1 2
47. A selection is a— 1 bullet 2 capital 3 desire 4 choice 5 folder..jj
1 2
48. To four is to— 1 prepare 2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust N
1 2
49. Ji#»mfele means— 1 wrinkle 2 ringing' 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble., jl
1 2
60. Coarse doth is— 1 smooth 2 fine 3 rough 4 cold 5 short
61. A hough is a — 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk
1 2
62. To uieZcome means to— 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practice!I
[ 3 1
3 4 5
11 li ■ II
3 4 5
II II II















































DurreU-SiiUivan: Kead. Achieveoi’t: Inter. A
12 3
63. A blunt thing Is— 1 dflll 2 sharp 3 disagreeable 4 black 5 thinji |[ H
I 2 3
54. Circular means— 1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 4 square 5 jealous ji
1 2 3
66. Skillful means— 1 laborious 2 excited 3 radical 4 expert 5 kindly I j
1 2 3
66. Interior means— 1 inferior 2 above 3 empty 4 dreary 5 inside., jj
12 3
67. Stupid means— 1 studious 2 false 3 st3dish 4 cowardly 5 dull..|i
12 3
68. To surrender is to— 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 5 dance.. [I
1 2 3
69. Destruction causes— 1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction i|
12 3
60. To conuince means to — 1 declare 2 design: 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade Ij
'
12 3
61. A siyn is an — 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address jj
12 3
62. A portion is a— 1 gate 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 5 share
12 3
63. Ta ouercome is to — 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry jj
12 3
64. An insult is an— 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense H
1 2 3
66. To co/yfrm is to make— 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 4 certain 5 timejj
12 3
66. Fdtidnt means— 1 valid 2 lenient 3 brave 4 royal 5 lo3ral
12 8
67. To kindle means to — 1 pick 2 range 3 light 4 soil 5 assist . .. .H
12 3
68. 4&rupt means— 1 exclude 2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden 5 rugged jj
1 2 3
69. Fatiffue means— 1 fatal 2 faithful 3 conflict 4 dodge 5 weariness j|
12 8
70. A durable thing is — 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist 11
12 3
71. ^urscore is the same as—^ 1 fourteen 2 fortnight 3 eighty 4 twenty Sfourjj
1 2 3
72. To ral^ is to— 1 confuse 2 approve 3 assist 4 report 5 poison ij
12 3
73. To rebel is to— 1 realize 2 pledge 3 justify 4 resist 5 flourish , ii
'
12 3
74. Sullen means— 1 sultry 2 satisfied 3 credulous 4 harmful 5 surly j|
1 2 3





































Duirell-SalUvu: Read. Achievem’t: Inter. A
TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
Sample.
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach.
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish
and some funny little crabs.
A. What did Helen and her brother do ?
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train
4 went for crabs 6 went fishing !
B. The weather was —
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy
C. The best name for this story is —
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors









Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day.
When do Mary and John go to camp ?
1 before school 2 when school is over
5 every day
3 in the fall ■ 4 when school starts
Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ?
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 fuimy weary ....
How do the children travel to camp
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 ui an airplane .
The best name for this story would be —
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp
Mary and John enjoy camp life because they —
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature
5 have fun playing games with the other children
DiureU-SuUivan: Read. Aduevern’t: Inter. A
n
Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the
back of his grandfather’s house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the stream.
6. Jack went —
1 to his grandfather’s house 2 into the water 3 fishing .with his father 1234s
4 to buy a fish line 5 to the ocean to fish H
7. The fish — 1 2 8 4 8
1 helped 2 struggled Sate 4 tried 5 fell || jj ji
8. Jack tried to —
1 fish near the stream 2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 12 3 4 s
4 put fish in the brook 5 lie on the grass
9. The best name for this story is —
1 A Trip to Grandfather’s 2 Catching Some Fish 3 Jack’s Fishing Trip 12348
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished ||
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because —
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather’s 3 he caught a fine fish 1 2 3 4 s
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him
m
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer.
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and
are starving.
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter food ?
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 12346
5 by living on small animals |i |i
12. The climate where these animals live is very— 12343
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot ||
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave ?
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 12345
5 huge and starving || N M
14. The best title for this story would be —
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 12346
5 While They Are Sleeping ij
16. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens —
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 12346
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping
[6]
OuncU-SulUvan: Read. Achievem’t: Inter. A
IV
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travelers who
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals.
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ?1They can climb ov^r snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers.3They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 13345
5 They carry first-aid kits || jl ||
17. The St. Bernard dog is — 133451cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce
18. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ?
, 1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler 13345
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering himwifii a blanket 5 by his great strength i|
19. The best title for this story is—
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog 13345
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts
20. What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help ? 1 stand theman on his feet
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the v^ge for aid 13345
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give him the first-aid kit ...'
V 7-^
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert.
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand¬
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to
last him for fouror five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down
at a given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth
’ would remain untraveled.
21. The camel is — 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 13345
3 rather unintelligent . 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent
22. The body of the camel is— 13345
1 imfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring
23. The mouth of the camel— 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises 13345
5 provides an inside reservoir Il Ij
24. The best title for this story is— 1 The Homely Body of the Camel
2 Why the Camel Is Useful 3 The Stupidity of the Camel 13345
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats ^ || i|
26. The camel is — 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 12 3 4 5
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent.. .1^
l7l
Dunell-Siillivaa: Read. Acliievem’t: Inter. A
VI
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his
spirit was still unbroken.
26. When Bill approached, the pony was — 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit t3impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground i|
27. The pony was finally — i
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored
28. The little pony tried to — 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy i
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill
29. The best title for this story is —
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony i
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony .; ; jl
30. The article illustrates —
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whiimying pony 3 trickery in riding i
4 leading a pony 5 skill in horsemanship
vn 8
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling
activities it, offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual bird activity.
31. Making studies of bird life is interesting because —
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for 123455the sport is appropriate
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting —^
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because —
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 12345
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle
34. The best title for this story is —
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 TamingWild Birds 1234s
4 Photography ofWild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life Ij
36. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because —
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures .12346
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about
18]
DurcU-SuIUvui: Head. Acbima’t: later. A
vni
In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow,
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and
closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irri¬
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need it. The parts
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because
water can be secured when it is needed.
36. This form of agriculture is carried on where —
1 crops are grown in siumner 2 mountain streams make it possible i s s 4 s
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures H
37. Because irrigation is possible crop failures are — i s * 4 «
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated
38. They stop the water from flooding the fields by—
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir i s s 4 5
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water- || || i| || il
39. The best title for this story would be —
1 Damming Tip Streams 2 SupplyingWater for Irrigation i s s 4 »
3 Crops in DryWeather 4 BuildingHuge Dams 5 SupplyingWater for Colorado! I || 11
40. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because —
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off t s s 4 s
5 agriculture is carried on ■ !..... il |l il 11
IX 9^
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most ofwhich must be done by hand.
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and
sold for use in our homes. “ ^ - — '
41. Sugar beets must be raised wher^
1 much care 2 much wash
5 much boiling I
42. What kind of labor is most used
1 machine 2 manual 3
43. The raw sugar is — 1 made inj
3 boxed and sold 4 left a^
44. The best title for this story is —J
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 31







46. Raising sugar beets requires —
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 n










Dumll-SuUivan: Read. Aehievem’t: filter. A
X
Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have
traveled to almost every part of the world and into many places that would
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible
for many outstanding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather,
Uncle Sam’s pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one
reads of some new achievements of airplanes.
46. Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by— 1 carrying many, diseases
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying i
4 helping boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air ||
47. The life of an airplane pilot is — i
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high ...; ^.ij
S
S
48. Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as — ,1exploring, carryingmail, and aiding the sick 2 carryingmail in all sorts of weather3bringing senun to diphtheria patients 4 serving humanity 1234s
5 traveling in all kinds of weather || ji
49. The best title for this story is —
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes 12345
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska
60. The accomplishments of airplanes are —■ 12345
1 unimportant 2 understanding 3 trivial 4 significant 5 serious
XI 10
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions,
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest
two-rpom homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people,
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated.
61. The New Englanders were interested in— 1 having tutors for their sons
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England 1
4 living in two rooms 6 riotous living and entertaining
62. Which word best describes a Southern planter ? 1
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 fnigal
63. Which word best describes a New England home ? 1
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable ..||
64. The best title for this story is —
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters
3 Northern and Southern Ixodes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People 1
5 Good Schools for All
65. The Southern gentlemen desired —
1 common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools
3 good education for members of his own family 1













Durrell-SuUivan: Read. Achievem*t: Inter. A
xn
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must
be begun within ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing
them.
66. The pulmotor is an instrument for—
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drowning 3 inducing artificial respiration
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide ,
11
67. What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor ?
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen ...
68. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started —
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within tenminutes
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person
69. While waiting for the pulmotor one should—
1 attempt to avoid the instrument 2 apply another type of resuscitation
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the lungs 5 dilute the air
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because —
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 it might not arrive on time
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled
5 of tile danger of collapsing the lungs
Score.
[ II 1
Outiell-SuUivan: Read. Achievem’t: latet. A
TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL
I
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come.
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was
happy to have her kitten again.
n
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift.
John’s father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island.
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave
turned the canoe bottom side bp. The three children scrambled from thewater
out onto the island just as another hugewave came in. The canoe floated away,
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which
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